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Life-time….

Their elected president, Eamon de Valera, 

and vice president, Arthur Griffith, were 

both in prison.

In honour of the Great man!

Our historic hotel where 

Michael Collins spent his last night 

alive will host his family for special 

commemorative events on the 

weekend marking the centenary of 

his death.The Imperial Hotel in Cork 

City has detailed its plans, which 

include the unveiling of a new 

Collins portrait and the renovation 

of room 115, where Collins spent his 

final nights alive, into a suite in his 

honour.The revolutionary leader was 

a regular guest at the Imperial Hotel on the South Mall.He spent his 

last two nights alive in room 115, leaving the hotel at 6.15am on 

Tuesday, August 22, 1922, via Pembroke Street where the hotel’s 

main entrance was at that time, and travelling with Emmet Dalton in 

a Leyland touring car, accompanied by a small military convoy, 

towards West Cork.They were ambushed at Béal na Bláth at about 

7.30pm and Collins was shot dead. He was just 31.

Hence, much responsibility fell on Collins, 

who became first the Dáil’s minister of 

home affairs and, after arranging for de 

Valera’s escape from Lincoln jail (February 

1919), minister of finance. It was as 

director of intelligence of the Irish 

Republican Army (IRA), however, that he 

became famous. As chief planner and 

coordinator of the revolutionary 

movement, Collins organized numerous 

attacks on police and the assassination in 

November 1920 of many of Britain’s 

leading intelligence agents in Ireland. He 

headed the list of men wanted by the 

British, who placed a price of £10,000 on 

his head.

After the truce of July 1921, Griffith and 

Collins were sent to London by de Valera 

as the principal negotiators for peace 

(October–December 1921). The treaty of 

December 6, 1921, was signed by Collins 

in the belief that it was the best that could 

be obtained for Ireland at the time and in 

the full awareness that he might be 

signing his own death warrant. It gave 

Ireland dominion status, but its provision 

for an oath of allegiance to the British 

crown was unacceptable to de Valera and 

other republican leaders. Collins’s 

persuasiveness helped win acceptance for 

the treaty by a small majority in the Dáil, 

and a provisional government was formed 

under his chairmanship, but effective 

administration was obstructed by the 

mutinous activities of the anti-treaty 

republicans. Collins refrained from taking 

action against his former comrades until 

IRA insurgents seized the Four Courts in 

Dublin and civil war became inevitable. 

William Thomas Cosgrave replaced Collins 

as chairman when the latter assumed 

command of the army in mid-July 1922 in 

order to crush the insurgency. About five 

weeks later, while on a tour of military 

inspection, Collins was shot to death by 

anti-treaty insurgents in an ambush in west 

Cork.

Liam Neeson plays the role of Michael 

Collins in the movie of the same name.  

Definitely worthy of a watch. 
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I breathe, and lo! 
the chattel becomes 

a man.'

'Instead of the bright blue sky of 
America, I am covered with the 
soft grey fog of the Emerald Isle.

Frederick Douglass in Ireland



During Reconstruction he became the highest-ranking Black official of his time and 
advocated for full civil rights for Black people as well as for women.  He also lays 
claim to being the most photographed man of the nineteenth century!

Cork's Anti-Slavery Society dated back to 1826, and along with the very active 
Ladies branch, were a cross-denominational group, who brought in speakers, 
raised funds, and sent material aid to the Boston Anti-Slavery Bazaar.

Frederick Douglass, invited for such talks, arrived in Cork on the 10th October 
1845. His stay was originally intended to span 10 days, but he enjoyed Cork so 
much it stretched to some 3 weeks. He gave 12 talks and lectures over this period, 
took a temperance vow from Father Mathew, and made good friends, particularly 
with the Lord Mayor Richard Dowden.

 "And never shall I think of Cork—without—remembering that yourself and 
the kind Friends ... constituted the sourse from whense flowed much of the light, life and 
warmth of humanity which I found in that good city." 
 Letter to Richard Dowden, 11th November 1845

Much advertised in the press, Douglass' appearance at the Imperial Hotel on the 
23rd of October 1845 was a huge success, with the speech he gave widely published 
and disseminated afterwards.
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His drive for education, and his will to escape his bonds, led to an extraordinary life, 
seeing him serving as adviser to President Abraham Lincoln during the American 
Civil War. 
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Frederick Douglass

BORN INTO SLAVERY, IN FEBRUARY 
1817 OR 18, FREDERICK 'S FIRST 

YEARS ARE SPENT IN TALBOT 
COUNTY, MARYLAND.

1817-18

SENT TO WORK FOR THE AULDS IN 
BALTIMORE, HE ASKS SOPHIA AULD TO 
TEACH HIM TO READ AND WRITE. SHE 

DOES SO UNTIL HUGH AULD STOPS THIS, 
BELIEVING THAT EDUCATION MAKES 

SLAVES REBELLIOUS. DOUGLASS READS 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS’ ANTI-SLAVERY 

MANIFESTO, AND LEARNS OF THE 
ABOLITIONIST MOVEMENT.

1826-38

D O U G L A S S  E S C A P E S   
S L A V E R Y  T O  N E W  Y O R  K .  H  E  

M A R R  I E S  A N N A  M U R R A Y

1839-44



'NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF 
FREDERICK DOUGLASS, AMERICAN 
SLAVE', IS PUBLISHED, REVEALING 
DETAILS WHICH COULD LEAD TO 

HIS ARREST. HE TRAVELS TO 
IRELAND AND GREAT BRITAIN  
AND DIVES INTO A SERIES OF 

LECTURES AND TALKS.

ON 23RD OCTOBER 1845, IN 'MR 
MCDOWELL'S GREAT ROOM', NOW THE 

FREDERICK DOUGLASS LOUNGE, 
FREDERICK GIVES HIS SPEECH 

'AMERICAN PREJUDICE AGAINST 
COLOUR' TO MUCH ACCLAIM AMONGST 
LOCAL DIGNITARIES AND CONCERNED 

PARTIES.

1845

DOUGLASS IS DELIGHTED TO MEET DANIEL 
O'CONNELL, HIMSELF A LIFELONG 
ADVOCATE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, 

INCLUDING ABOLITION OF SLAVERY. 
HE TRAVELS AROUND IRELAND SHARING 
HIS MESSAGE, ARRIVING IN CORK 10TH 

OCTOBER 1845.

AMONGST OTHERS, 
FREDERICK MEETS 

WITH FATHER 
THEOBOLD MATHEW, 
AND HIMSELF TAKES 

THE TEMPERANCE 
OATH.

AFTER A 3 WEEK STAY, 
FREDERICK LEAVES CORK  
CARRYING  A GOLD RING, 

THE GIFT OF MAYOR 
DOWDEN, AND A SONG 

WRITTEN IN HIS 
HONOUR BY LOCAL 

BARD DANIEL CASEY.
A POSSIBLY APOCRYPHAL 
TALE TELLS THAT WHEN 
DOUGLASS DIES IN 1895, 
HE IS WEARING THE RING 

FROM CORK. 



1847

AFTER 19 MONTHS, FREDERICK 
DOUGLASS CROSSES BACK OVER 

THE ATLANTIC ON THE STEAM SHIP 
CAMBRIA. HIS ARDUOUS LECTURE 

CIRCUIT HAS BEEN MOST 
EFFECTIVE, RAISING FUNDS, 

CONNECTIONS, AND AWARENESS 
ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC

HE ARRIVES IN BOSTON A FREE 
MAN, HIS LIBERATION, 

SOMEWHAT CONTENTIOUSLY, 
HAVING BEEN BOUGHT BY 
BRITISH FRIENDS FOR £150 

1848-94
FREDERICK DOUGLASS GOES ON TO BE A PIVOTAL FIGURE AND 
STATESMAN. HE ADVOCATES FOR WOMEN’S RIGHT TO VOTE AT 
THE FIRST WOMEN'S RIGHTS CONVENTION, SHELTERS FUGITIVE 

SLAVES IN HIS HOUSE AND BECOMES PART OF THE UNDERGROUND 
RAILWAY.

HE CONTINUES IN A LIFETIME OF ACTIVISM, AND SEES THE PASSING 
OF THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN CONGRESS (1862), THE 

EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION (1863) AND A SERIES OF CIVIL 
RIGHTS ACTS PROHIBITING VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION BASED 

ON COLOUR. DOUGLASS IS APPOINTED U.S MARSHALL FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (1877), AND LATER, RECORDER OF DEEDS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
HE TWICES REVISITS IRELAND AND BRITAIN, AND NEVER FORGETS 

HIS TIME HERE.

1895

ON THE 20TH FEBRUARY 1895 FREDERICK 
DOUGLASS ATTENDS A MEETING OF THE 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN IN WASHINGTON 
D.C. AFTER HE RETURNS HOME HE SUFFERS A 

HEART ATTACK AND DIES.
HIS HOME, CEDAR HILL IN ANASCOTIA, 

WASHINGTON, D.C.  PURCHASED IN 1878, CAN BE 
VISITED TODAY AS IT IS THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS 
NATIONAL HISTORICAL SITE ADMINISTERED BY THE 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE.
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On 28th October 1845,  in St Patrick's Hall, Cork,  the words 'Céad Míle Fáilte to 
the Stranger' were 'posted in conspicuous areas of the room'. A large and lively 
crowd gathered to enjoy an evening of entertainment in Douglass' honour. As 
per usual, he spoke eloquently on the cause of the American slave, to cheers and 
shouts of approval.
Local Bard Daniel Casey wrote a song which was performed to the tune of 'Old 
Dan Tucker', and Douglass 'also sang a song in favour of abolition' to the same 
tune, 'to the infinite amusement of the company'.



At 
Cork’s 
Grande 
Dame 
On the 23rd October 1845, The 

Imperial Hotel hosted a meeting in 

which the famous orator gave a 

speech called 'American Prejudice 

Against Colour'. 

"Every true 
word 
spoken, 
every right 
aim 
levelled 
against 
slavery in 
this land 
will effect 
wonders in 
the destiny 
of the 
black slave 
in 
America"

Frederick Douglass, 
'American Prejudice 
Against Colour',



2012 Commemoration
O  F  F  R  E D  E R  I C K   D  O U  G  L A  S S

A plaque commemorating the historic visit of Frederick 
Douglass was unveiled in The Imperial Hotel on August 

the 1st 2012.

Made of polished limestone, it is the work of Cork 
sculptor Matthew Thompson.
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